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SETUP

We consider:

▪ Black box: This means model is not directly interpretable and we have only query 
access. The latter implies that we can only obtain predictions from the model by 
passing it an input and observing its output. We have no access to the internals of the 
model.

▪ Model agnostic: Any model such as a neural network or random forest etc. which we 
can query and obtain predictions.

▪ Classification/regression.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Good explanations                    Fitting an accurate local model                 Sampling the right neighborhood

Black box decision 
boundary

Local explanation 
model

Example to explain

Questions we address:

▪ How to sample the right neighborhood to obtain faithful explanations?

▪ How to do it in a query efficient manner?
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RELATED WORK

Two main strategies for local model fitting explanation methods:

▪ Random Neighborhood Generation: Methods such as LIME and its variants create 
neighborhoods around the example to explain by randomly perturbing it.

▪ Realistic Neighborhood Generation: Methods such as MeLIME learn the data manifold 
and perturb the latent representation of the example to explain and decode. While 
methods such as MAPLE find nearby train/test examples. This is considered as a 
solution to create faithful explanations.

Others that do not do local model fitting (viz. SHAP and variants) however, have other 
issues such as figuring out null/base values for each feature etc.
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MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Conceptual Contribution: Irrespective of the 
neighborhood generation scheme (i.e. random or 
realistic) neighbors could belong to different simple 
functions (viz. different linear pieces) in a non-linear 
function (viz. piecewise linear function as seen in deep 
Relu networks) and so one must find the “right” region 
for local model fitting (i.e. finding the linear region if 
doing lasso type fit as in LIME). 
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METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION

Our main idea is to 

▪ take a (random/realistic) neighborhood, 

▪ run multidimensional piecewise linear segmented regression (MPLSR)  

▪ find the region that is (approx.) linear around the example to explain

▪ fit lasso to only neighbors that lie in the region rejecting others

If the local model you wish to fit is polynomial you could run multidimensional piecewise 
polynomial segmented regression 
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METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION

However, two problems still remain

▪ Query complexity is still the size of the neighborhood

▪ Lot of neighborhood samples could be wasted (i.e. not used for local model fitting) if the 
example lies close to a non-linearity (like the blue circle below).
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METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION

Given this we propose the following Adaptive Neighborhood Sampling (ANS) scheme:

Ideally have sampling 
distribution mean here
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ANALYSIS

We analyze our algorithm and show that it can be query and sample efficient over our basic 
approach which we term as ANS-Basic:
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EXPERIMENTS

On three datasets IRIS, HELOC and CIFAR10 we show efficacy of our approach.

Evaluations:

Quantitative Metrics (lower better): Infidelity (INFD), Generalized Infidelity (GI), Coefficient 
Inconsistency (CI), Accepted Sample Complexity (ASC) and Query Complexity (QC)

Qualitative: Visual explanations and showing features used
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EXPERIMENTS

• The three columns are for the three 
datasets – IRIS, HELOC, CIFAR.

• Variability with respect to kernel 
width multiplier which determines 
neighborhood width shown.
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EXPERIMENTS

Feature attributions of our proposed 
methods ANS and ANS-Basic are much 
more stable and accurate over different 
kernel widths  compared to other 
methods 
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EXPERIMENTS
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EXPERIMENTS

Time Complexity:

The MPSLR schemes add to the time for ANS but interestingly for deep models we are 
actually faster (for CIFAR10 where we used ResNet18 ANS took ~ 50 secs per example as 
opposed to a minute for LIME). As the model gets bigger/deeper we conjecture the gain will 
be even larger.

This is because inference time for deep models is not insignificant and hence reduced query 
complexity results in time savings.
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OTHER MOTIVATIONS
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CONCLUSION

▪ We make a conceptual and methodological contribution.

▪ Method is simple having high query and sample efficiency compared to baselines 
along with good faithfulness and stability properties, and even speed for deep 
models.

▪ First adaptive neighborhood generation scheme for local posthoc explanations, that 
can be used with many local post-hoc explanation methods.

▪ Is principled as it has causal and neural network behavioral motivations.
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Thank you


